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Cookie policy: Cookies are small text files that may be used by websites to make a user’s experience more 
efficient. It does this using a string of letters and numbers that are sent by a web server to a web browser 
and stored by the browser when you visit a website. The identifier is then sent back to the server each time 
the browser requests a page from the server. Cookies can be accessed by either the browser or the server. 
Cookies do not contain any information that personally identifies you however, personal information may be 
linked to the information stored in and obtained from cookies. 
 
Overview of cookie use: We use cookies to personalise content, to provide social media features and to 
analyse our traffic. We also share information about your use of our site with our social media and analytics 
partners who may combine it with other information that you’ve provided to them or that they’ve collected 
from your use of their services. For more information regarding how third parties use your information, 
please refer to their individual cookie policies. You must consent to our cookies if you wish to continue to 
use our website. 
The law states that we can store cookies on your device if they are strictly necessary for the operation of this 
site. For all other types of cookies we need your permission. 
 
This site uses different types of cookies. Some cookies are placed by third party services that appear on our 
pages. 
 
This website uses the following cookies: 
 
Category: standard cookies used on Wix websites 
 
Cookies are implemented in every site built by Wix. Take a look at the table below to view which cookies 
Wix implements on its sites: 
 
Cookie name: svSession 
Purpose: creates activites and BI, life span: permanent 
Cookie name: hs  
Purpose: Security, life span: session 
Cookie name: incap_ses_${Proxy-ID}_${Site-ID} 
Purpose: Security, life span: session 
Cookie name: incap_visid_${Proxy-ID}_${Site-ID} 
Purpose: Security, life span: session 
Cookie name: nlbi_{ID}  
Purpose: Security, life span: persistent 
Cookie name: XSRF-TOKEN  
Purpose: Security, life span: persistent 
Cookie name: smSession  
Purpose: Identify logged in site members, life span: two weeks 
 
Further details about the cookies used on website built using Wix 
https://support.wix.com/en/article/cookies-and-your-wix-site 
 
Category: Statistics 
Statistic cookies help website owners to understand how visitors interact with websites by collecting and 
reporting information anonymously. 
 
Cookie name: _ga  
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Purpose: Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses the 
website. Data is sent to: United States (adequate) 
Cookie name: _gat 
Purpose: Cookie purpose description: Used by Google Analytics to throttle request rate. Data is sent to: 
United States (adequate) 
Cookie name: _gid 
Purpose: Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses the website. 
Data is sent to: United States (adequate) 


